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Foreword

This collection of papers'is drawn from the National

Clearinghouse for BilingUal Education seminar "Exploring

Strategies for Developing a Cohesive Nationtil Direction
Toward Language Education in the Unitecrtlates" held in

%

J u n e 1982. It marked le culpinat-ion .of the
Clearinghouse's 1981-82 seminar series on Current Issues in

Bilingual Education.

All ,the seminars were held in Washington, D.C. on

Capitol Hill. It was felt that the, locati4n of the

.sessions was indicative of the relevance the discussions

had to real policy issues facing the United Stgtes. Among

the speakaTs at earlier forums werb the emingnt Finnish
researcher Tove Skutnabb-Kangas; Jesse Sorianoi director of

the Office of Bilingdal Educatidn and Minority Languages
Affairs; and Protase Woodford of the Educational Testing

Service.
. a

The publication of this collection of papers is
designed tR contribute to the continuing debate and,
discussion throughout the country regarding the proper

response to the growing need for second language .

competency.. How the education system in the United States

might meet this challenge--both for native-English-speaking
students and for non-English-speaking -studentsis the
underlying theme of each paper.

One of the activities of the NatiodAl CleE;ringhouse

for Bilingual Education is to publish documents addressing

the specific information needs of the bilingual education

community. We are proud to add this distinguished
publication to our growing list of titles. Subsequent
Clearinghouse products will similayly seek to coritribute

information that can assist in the education of'minorit9

culture and language groups in the United States.

Astional Clearinghouse
for Bilingual Education
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I. Integrative Remarks

G. Richard Tucker
Center for Applied Linguistics

1$
The papers presented in t monograph formed the basis

for oral remarks and subsequ discussion at a colloquium
convened by the National aringhouse for Bilingual
Education, to discuss diverse approaches to developing a
comprehensive and cohesive national movement to promote
enhanced language education throughout the United States.

Discussants took e5 their starting point the desirability
of developing a language-competent society. There is a
consensus in all the papers, as indeed there was in the
discussion at the colloquium, that all residents of the
United States should have an opportunity to develop the
highest possible degree of proficiency in understanding,
speaking, reading, and writing English whether it is their

mother tongue or a second language. Furthermore, native
English speakers should have an opportunity to develop an
ability to understand, speak, read, and write a second
language; while those whose first language is other than
English should have an opportunity to develop proficiency

in the first language. It was felt that the development of

a language-competent society should be accorded the higheat
educational priority. To achieve this goal necessitates
transcending rivalries and disagreements that may exist

among representatives of the various professional
organizations. It requires the development of a joint
"language agenda" toward which allstudents, parents,
teachers, prospective employers--can work effectively.

In the brief remarke to follow, I shall identify
salient issues which characeerized the core .of the oral
presentations and which also appear EIG common threads woven

throughout the papers. As mentioned, the papers and
discussion focused on the deeirability, the feasibility,

and the importance of proposing and beginning to implement

a language agenda for all residents of the United States.
Much of the discussion dwelt on underlying policy issues:

the need for understanding the context in which languages
would be required or usedrthe need for attitude change;

the, need for "grass roots" support for the implementation
of a language agenda; the need for professional unity and

cooperation; and the need for activism.
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Needs Assessment

The issues related to develOpment of.a language agenda
are brought into sharp relief by the rapid influx of
refugees to the United States, the continuing acceptance of
ls-ege numbers of entrants and immigrants, the flow of
u'ndocumented aliens, and the increasing number of
native-born limited- or non-English-speaking iesidents.
The needs of this diverse clientele must be clearly
understood so that language policies can be developed that'
are as responsive as possible to the needs of both
prospective consumers and society.

The first major theme woven throughout a number of
papers (see particularly those by Thompson, Brod, and levy)
was the need to examine the constellation of personal,
economic, and social factors that affect the learning and
use of language(s) in diverse settings. What are the
personal and societal consequences of encouraging the
development of a bilingual citizenry? For what purposes
do language skills need to be acquired? What skills are
essential? Are there preerred strategies for facilitating
second language learning? The point "was made repeatedly
that language educators must understand and clarify the
rather complex needs surrounding these issues. Thompson,
for example, draws our attention to a study commissioned by
the Carnegie Corporation of New York many years ago that
identified clearly the need for a high degree of
proficiency in reading foreign languages on the part of
U.S. residents.

Fifty years ago, the need for reading proficiency--as
opposed to oral proficiency--was perfectly understandable
and appropriate; but in an increasingly interdependent
world, this goal is both simplistic and.inappropriate to
contemporary needs. ,

There was a consensus among the
discussants and the audience about the need to clarify the
distinction between language study For humanistic purposes
and langtage study for a variety of well-defined specific
communicative purposes (see particularly Alatis and Brod).
The need to distinguish between the inherent humanistic
valtue-of language study, with its accompanying awareness of
cultural diversity, and the "opportunity loss" associated
with an inability to do business in the language of the
buyer must be debated and clarified.

All agreed that there was a need to apply insights
from the discipline of language policy research to these
question.s (e.g., Rubin, 1979; Rubin and Jernudd, 1979).
The participants expressed unanimous.hope that the National
Center for Bilingual Research (NCBR) would work diligently
to implement its language policy research mandate--one of
three crucial foci of NCBR.



Attitlide Change

The second major theme running through Che papers and
discussion concerned the need to encourage changes in

attitude. This issue had several dimensions: How can the
promotion of bilingualism be seen as encburaging the
development of a national reaource? How can bilingual
education programs be seen as pyovidinig or'enriching a;
superior education rather than a6 compensatory education?
How can the inclusion of second-language teaching programs
come to be viewed as part of the basic or, core curriculum

rather than as "frill" subjects? k.DaMota, in particular,
decried the seemingly popular stereotype that the
encouragement of pereonal and societal bilingualism will

enveitably yield dire consequences.

A great deal of discussion explored the view that

second language learning and teaching posseases inherent

humanistic value with traditional liberalizing or
mind-expanding functions that can have positive personal as

well as societal repercussions.

There was a recurrent discussion of the need to change

the public conception of language study. Indeed, the point

was made repeatedly that 'the encouragement of second
language teaching and biliwgualiom need not reoult in
ettlnic separation in the southwestern United States, for
example, in the way that alarmists -claim has occurred
within Canada in the provance 'Of Quebec. The major point,

often overlooked, is that there hos been a serious attempt

during- the past decade to encourage the development of
societal bilingualism within the province of Quebec
opecifically to lessen the probability of oeparation rather .

than to enhance it. A great deal of colloquium diocuosion
concerned the fact tOat a policy hoo yet to be identified
that would encourage for promote the uoe of,aecond languages

within the public school oystem. DaMoto forcefully orgued
that we must identify the critics of oecond language
teaching, understand their orgumento, ond be oble to
oddreoo their concerno. At the aome time, we muot take
stepo to enoure that the took of learning o econd language

io oeen ao deoirable and appealing. At various points, the
inherent advantage° of offering content inotruction in a
particular target longuage rather than relying aolely upon

the teaching of tha languoge per GO Woo diocuooed. The

importance or encouraging "additive" rather than
"aubtroctive" biLinguolism wao reiterated (Lambert et al.,

1981).

Need to Im rove Gr000-Roote Communicotiono

The need to conduct a public awareneoo or
conociouoneoo-raioing campaign led to o discusoion of wayo
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to improve grass-roots communications. At the colloquium,
as in many similar activities within the past few years,
many participants had the feeling that this was a group of

specialists talking to themselves. Every speaker and
numerous members of the audience emphasizo'd that it was
absolutely essential to convey our enthus4asm and our
collective message ebout the advantages of bilingualism to
local PTAs, boards of trade, the business sector, and.local
mass media outlets. Discussiom focused on the need to
conduct a major public information campaign. It was seen
as ironic by many that at a time when a number of major
home or personal computer makers axe attempting to
tantalize the public by announcing the applicability of
their computers to foreign language study.that the language
pxofeaGion is not atttempting to use mass media for its own
purposes.

Professional Unity

This discuGGion led directly to a conoideXation of the
need for unity among profesaional organizotons concerned
with foreign and second language teaching. There woo
healthy debate about the reopective prioritieo of the
various organizations, mention of lock of organizational
unity in the past, and expression of a firm reoolve to work
together 4n the future. Although it may seem relatively
trite to conclude tOat everyone has agreed to work together
and will likely do oo, there are aigno that the
profeasion(s) is beginning to recognize the neceosity to
work toward the implementation of o common language
agenda.

Specifically, organizationo ouch ao the American
Council on the Teoching of Foreign Longuagey (ACTFL), the
Notional Association for Bilingual Educatidn (NABE), and
Teachero of English to Speaker@ of Other languageo
(TESOL)--together with o variety of othero--have joined
together in on umbrella organization, the Joint National
Committee for Languageo (JNCL). Theoe arganizationo hove
agreed to cooperate to influence 1eg1olation, policy
formation, regulation writing, certification development,
etc., and to raise the level of public owareneoo about the

importance of language in U.S. life. In addition,
organizationo ore beginning to realize thio neceooity for
common, concerted effort; it io not at all unuoual to find
that the moot recent iooue.of the TESOL Newoletter contains
o front-page article by Ramon Santiago, paot preoident of
NABE, or to pee that NABE chooe "Bilingualiom: In the
National Intereot" cm the theme of ito 1983 annual meeting.
It was agreed that organizations need to work to achieve
their own specific goals and priorities within a more
general guiding framework. All sow the desirability of
enhancing communication among bilingual educators, ESL
teachers, foreign language teachers, and other members of

4
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the profesaion--from classreom teacher to the curriculum
coordinator to the university-based researcher, in addition

to the leadership .of the various professional
organizations.

Professionals as Activista

The colloquium cobluded with a discussion,of the need
for all to become activists at the local 'level (see
particularly Levy). It was argued that members of the
profession have for too long been reictive--reaponding
slowly and at times uncertainly to decisiope that threaten
enrollments or question budgetary allocations -- and anly
recently have begun to perceive the need to take a moro
proactive approach. .We need to deve4op a common agenda and

to work aggressively toward the implementaiOn of that
agenda..

This agenda must take as its highest priority thO goal
of developing a language-competent U.S. society. The

ability to understand, speak, read, and write English and

at least one other language constitutes one of the moat
priceless attributes we can offer to members of society--an
attribute that will prove to be rewarding personally and

for society in general in the decade ahead.

References
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II. Matching Appropriate Actions to Specific Linguistic
Inadequacies

Richard E. Thompson
U.S. Department of Education

During the early years of public education in the
United States, secondary schools existed olmost exclusively
to prepare a relatively% small number of young men to enter
the university. The institutions of higher education
regarded a reading knowledge of classicol and modern
languages to be the hallmark of" an educkited man. High
schools directed their preparatory work toward that end.

In the 19209, the Carriegie Corporation financed
Study of the appropriate role of foreign language study in
the United States6 It woo not surprising' that the final
report concluded that the only attainable objective in
public secondary schools woo reading, and thio became our
national policy.

Things were more simple then.

At the turn ofthe century some fifty or so
nation-states were generally recognized. Today there are
about 150, representing peoples and cultures Ahat we
somewhat ethnocentrically refer to Do "non-Western."
Intersecting this political exponoion woo a virtual
explosion of technological and scientific innovation,. A

gradual blurring of previously cleor demarcations between
domestic and foreign issues or problemo has placed uo in
the process of outgrowing yet one more notional frontier --
the boundary that separated domestic from foreign policy
(1).

The United States is typified by a highly
sophisticated and complex network of international
relotiono; o country which hao bilateral ond
multilateral interlocking Treaties with almoot every
notion of the world -- military, political and
cultural -- and.with all the responsibilitieo and
obligations this entails; with an economy deeply
linked with the-balance of world trade; and with a
rootless pluralistic society facing an identity crisis
from within -- to melt or not to melt -- and from
without the challenge to liv in an increaoingly
interactive and inter-offective Arld (2).

A

In "The Approach to Language Planning within the

6
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United States,"(3) Rubin described two kinds of
lin-64istic inadequacies:

1. ihose that are mainly focused on language form or use
and include

s a need for standardization ofall aspecto of
language
a need to use English we ll and correctly
p need to know foreign languageo

2. Those that appear to be more directly related to or
motivated by socio-political or economic considerationoand
include

limited English is related to poverty and school
performahce
failure to acquire basic okills is related to poor
camp loy14,14,e,,r,p opportunities, participation in
democracy;'bnd poor citizenship
lack of foreign language,knowledge retordo our
national leadershipeposition
translation of fore1gn science material io needed
maintenance of home language io needed to promote
cultural identity retention

11- use of opecialized profeeoional jargon prevento
acceoo to information or accompliohment of
particular taoko.

How simple, by contrast, the earlier solution to

stress the acquisition of Teading @kills now oeemo; ond.we

have made only rough beginning approximationo towerd
aolutione for some of the complex and interrelated mix of .
linguistic inadequacias we face todey -- to wit, bilingual

education and the modern foreign language claooroom.

A report on foreign 1..onguage teaching in the ochoolo
prepared for the Preoident'o Commisoion on Foreign Language
and International Studies containo the following
characterization:

...foreign language inotruction today io better than
it hao ever been before in the hiotory or the United

a t e o . It io directed to-more comprehenoive
objectiveo all four, (opeaking, liotening, reading,
writing) plus culture. BOCOU00 WO knew better how to
teach a wider range of otudent ability, we can be
oucceooful with a more comprehenoive population (4).

The report, which provides deocription of what a
good foreign language claao looko like, placeo major
emphooio on what con be called procedural mettero, i.e.,

foreign language teaching methodology.
0
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In the case-of the bilingual education classroom, a
variety of approaches also obtain, and descriptiohs of what
a good bilingual education class looks li.14 can be
provided.

V

In our exploration of strategies it is a appealing to
align these two widespread national processes and speculate
on areas where possitle Corrections to the lihguistic
inadequacies which underlie the problems converge. Let me
provide three examples:

Bilingual education programs which maintain and
enhance the nat4ve language competence,of the
limited English speaker and develop foreign
language skills of the English speaker ip the same
classroom can be viewed a6 helping to offset the
problem, of dropping enrollment in the foreign
language classrooms.
Graduates of bilingual education schools whose. home
language and culture represent an important
national resource could,be better' utilized in the
foreign language classroom to provide authenticity
of-language and real language practice not readily
available in many parts of the:country.
Lengthening the bilirigual education schooling
throulih high school, at feast in selected
langualtes, could help offset the-need for initial
specia.list training in foreign language and area
studies at the postsecondary and postgraduate
levels.

The'difficulty with such suggestions is that they are
too generalized. The sheer complexity of what we need to
conduct the multilingual business of an interdepsndent
world will require more specialization -- not
generalization -0- of treatment in the classroom and.much
more emphasis on content than procedure.

The most effective classroom, whether it be in a
program of foreign language education or bilingual
education is one that has matched appropriate corrective
actions to specific linguistic inadequacies.

In order to improve our approach to the solution of
language problems, we need to have current in-depth
knowledge of the scope of the problem. In the case of
bilingual education it has been suggested that a variety of
factorsocomplicate the use of appropriate remedies: for
example, the movement away from the melting-pot theory of
assimilation toward the concept of curtural pluralism; the
rediscovery of poverty in the United States in the 1960s;
and recognition of the denial of legal rights to minority
groups in such areas as education, voting, citizenship and

8
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economit fife. Other factors relate to the existence of
functional definitions of limIted English proficiency and
their.applitations to varying types, of target populations,
as well as to ,attitudes of teachers, parents, and society
at large.

In the-case of foreign language education we need
rather specific knowledge on need, attitude, and
motiVation. How many persons need how much, of which
language, when, and.for what pukToses?

Having been sufficiently unsuccessful in identifying
the separate linguistic inadeqUacies in the areas of
foreign language and bilingual education and providing
adequate solutions, we are justifiedq therefore, in
suggesting great caution Eq_develoOing coMbinative
strategies for joint solutions.

I am not suggesting that we avoid seeking such
strategiese I am rather suggesting that we approach the

problem from a language planning research basis.

shua Fishman has recently noted that:

Language planning reseach has, increasingly, been
studying language planning practice, i.e. ,
decision-making in connection with language problems.
However, the practitioners of language planning
(legislators, implemehtors of policy, government
agencies aril language academy personnel, language
specialists in private industry, etc.) have not yet
turned to or utilized language planning research to

---a-m-y-major degree as a guide to their own
procedures.(5)

In.conclusion, the approach of the 4nited States to
its linguistic inadequacies falls far short of any planning
model. It could be considerably improved by a cleareT
statement of problems and a more coordinated treatment.
We need to identify e framework within which planning
agencies, organizations, national, state, and local
governments, and individuals may cooperatively develop a
comprehensive 'and clearly enunciated national-language
planning effort.

The President's ComMission on. Foreign Language and
International Studies had the opportunity to put in place
such an effort. The National Council on Foreign Language
and International Studies, an outgrowth of the President's
Commission, is providing some plopping activities for a
part of thenational problem. Perhaps out of meetings such
as this one can come further refinements and a better
understanding of how we structure our explorations on sound
national language planning reaearch principles. Or will-.

14



decisions affecting language education in the United States
continue to respond to political svents -- internal in the
case of bilingual ealcation and external in the case of
foreign language education?

Notes

4" 1. For a fuller discussion, see Robert tikord's "National
Needs for International Education." (Waahington, D.C.:
Georgetown University Press, February 1977).

2. Richard T. Thompson, "The Future of _Language Study in
the United States," Language in American Life, edited by
Gerli, Alatis, and Brod (Washington, D.C.: Georgetown
University Press, 1978, p.118).

3. A pSper originally presented at the International
Association of Applied Linguistics (AILA)-Congress,
Montreal, Canada, August 21-26, 1978.

4. Helen Warriner, "Foreign Language Teaching in the
Schooli -- 1979 -- Focus on Methodologyv" President's
Commission on Foreign Languages and International
Studies (Washington, D.C.:-D U.S. Government Printing
Office, 1979, p. 51).

5. Joshua Fishman, "Language Planning and.Language
Planning Research: The State of the Art," in: Adyances
in Language Planning, edited by Joshua Tishman7(T.1-71
Hague: Mouton, 1974, p.15).
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, III. An Unprecedented Act of Fusion

Richard I. Brod
Modern Language Association

For foreign (or second) language education in the
United States, the concept of a national direction
presupposes some kind of national purpose, natipnal need,
or national mandate that is at best elusive of definition,
at worst mere wishful thinking on the part of the interest

. group most directly concerned -- language educators (1).
Compoundinca the problem is a persistent confusion of
purpose that pervades many discussions of foreign language
education in parOcular: a confusion between its humanistic
functi000n in general liberal arts education and its
practical function in training fluent users of a language.
While the two functions can and do overlap, they
.nevertheless require very different kinds of commitment on
the part of the learner and very different kinds of
instructional programs.

As far as general education curriculuum is concerned,
the cc:incept of a national need or mandate for any specific
area of study seems to be at odds with the U.S. traditions
of local control and individual choice. Even in th'e case
of the so-called "basic" skills--verbal, mathematical, and
motor--there is no national consensus and certainly notfiing
like a national curriculum; although. something as
uncontroversial as the improvement of physical fitness can
manage to receive the support of a President's council and
thus come close tgb being a kind of patriotic mandate. On a
lower devel of priority, concern about declining levels of
skill in reading, writing , and mathematics has produced a
broad consensus of interest, but nothing like a national
program (2).

Given the persiAtence of tradition, and the diversity
of interests and popular causes in the United States, the
-likelihood that second-language study could ever become
universally--i.e., nationally--accepted as one of the
"basics" of education.seems remote. Yet the idea is one
that deserves further discussion amOfig language'educators
and their allies, since it can help us clarify our own
thinking about the general-education value of language
study. In my view, the candidacy of second-language study
for a place in the canon of general education should be
based on four principal learning outcomes that can
beclaimed for it. First, it leads students to the

11



attainment of a measurable degree of competence in the
understanding and use of a specific second language.
Second-, it teaches an awareness of language--its universals
and its particulars, as manifested in a conscious and
detailed comparison between a student's first or native' -

language and his or her newly acquired language. Third, it

teaches facts and generalizations about the culture(s) of
the nations where a given target language is spoken, helps

students understand the relationships between language and
cultux-e, and affords,opportunities for contrasting the
target culture with that of the United States. Fourth, it
imparts an awareness of culture as a universal phenomenon,
brings ttudents to understand the concept of cultural
parity, which in turn is a link to the study of racial,
ethnic, 'and linguistic diversity in U.S. society, as well

as globally. Defined by these four aspects, language study
can legitimately be regarded as both a core discipline of
the humanities and the keystone of something that might be

called "global civics": the education necessary for

responsible citizenship in an interdependent, interactive
world. So defined, language study can legitimately be
regarded as one oflhe essentials of general education and

therefore a national priority and,a matter of national

concern.

In its training function, ranguage study has been
regarded for some time as a national concern. Clearly, it

was so tegarded by the President's Commission on Foreign
Language and International Education in its report (1979);

by the National Council on Foieign Language and
International Studies; and by other groups--including
members of the language teaching profession itself--who
have adduced evidence and testimonials coriberning the need6

of various segments of society for language skills
(Wilkins, 1977; Inman, 1978; Muller, r981). Demonstration
of public need for languages has always been an elusive
goal, and the evidence compiled for it so far is
interesting but far from overwhelming. The,needs of the
military, diplomacy, and other branches of government can
be defined on the basis of internal agency studies and
policy statements; the needs-,0 business can be measured
indirectly through local surveyy4, comparisons of volume of

newspaper advertising for bilingual personnel, enrollments
in adult language coursAs and proprietary schools, and
'similar sources; the needs of the professions (e.g.,
medicine) can be at least partially documented by examining
bibliographies of research reports written in languages

other than English. Though still inconclusive, the
evidence is strong enough to be taken seriously by those
concerned with the future of our national economy. What

cannot be documented, however, particularly with respect to
business and industry, are the opportunities that are lost

and potential that is unfulfilled because of insufficient

language skills. This loss is indeed a serious problem and
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one that is likely togrow more se,rious as the nation's
economic independence diminishes. But it too amorphous and
intangible to be cited as the basis of nationalor even
local--policy in education.

Another problem with the argdment for second language
study to meet national needs is the fact that our- national
tradition in educgtion, particUlarly in hi4her'education,
involves freedom of choice as we'll as equality of access.
While in a general way our educational system can certainly*
be regarded as being in the service of the nation, it 0
emphatically does not conscript students for specific
public.missions. . Even if it were possible to define a
national purpose, mandate, or need for,secomd language
skills, we Wave no device for translating that need into
enrollments of individual students in high school or
college. I would argue that since this need is not part of
general education, it may not be apOropriate to seek to
meet it in the regular educational system in any case. Tht,

history of the Army'Specialized Training Programs of the
World War II era, and the Foreign Service Institute and
other government language schools, shows that the teaching
'Of language skills to meet national needs ,ls most
rfficiently and effectively accomplished in ad hoc
intensive programs, not'as part of general education.
Strictly speaking, such teaching is not education at allt
but job training--something pursued by adults as part of
their working careers after completion of preparatory
education. While a limited number of students may be able
to get a good start on such skill training as part of their ;

general education, the majority will not and cannot be
expected to do so. 'If, howpver, stpdents can attain'the
four outcomes cited above as part ofl,their secondary school
and college preparation, they will have an adequate start

toward eventual functional competency ifi a language,

We should continue to insist on the distinction
between the purposes and desired outcomea of language study
in general education on the one hand, and those -of
,spercialized training on the other. The distinction is
essential, because it is fundamental to the program of
reform and reorientation that the language teaching
'profession- -incruding the bilingual education
profession--must now begin to undertake. The principal
goal of this reform will be the achievement of
accountability and credibility among the public, including
all past, present, and potential "consumeris" of language
education. The diatinction between general and specialized
education must be clearly understood before any statement
can be mode concerning what is desirable in language.study.
Once that is articulated, attention can be directed toward

defining what can be achiaved, particularly with respect to

language skills, for both gegéral and specific purposes.
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One of the most -encouraging results of the work of the

President's Commission of 1978-79 was the beginning of a

growing movement by language professionals toward the
establishment of proficiency standards for language study.

' As it happens, the work of the commission was not the only
source of this impulse. The widespread erosion oe college
and university foreign language requirements, starting in

. 1968, not only damaged the enrollment base of many
college-level language departments, but it also compelled
faculty to recognize the extent of their dependence on such

requirements. At the same time, a message from past
"consumera" of language instruction was also being heard.
As the profession became aware of the gross disparity in
quality and effectiveness among the thousands of school and
college language programs in the nation, it began to
realize that a lack of standards was a principal cause of

public- disaffection, and that phrases like "two years'
study" or "sixteen credits" had no meaning with respect to
the attainment of functional language skills. By the late
1970s, the language teaching profession had moved toward a
consensus on the need for defining stages of achievement
and levels of competence.

Making use of oral interview techniques and standards
used successfully by the Foreign Service Institute, the
profession has begun to move slowly toward a definition of

skills, and toward a cansenbus concerning levels that can
be achieved under standard conditions. Following the
leadership of the American Council on the Teaching of
Foreign Languages, specialists in the field have begun to
flesh out definitions of generic and language-specific
goals in the four language skills and in culture. When
complete,,this work will serve as a foundation for the
development of curricula, examinations, syllabi, and

teacher training programs. The result will be greater
clarity about the proficiencies of both Students and
teachers--for their own benefit and for the benefit of

those who will employ them and draw upon their skills. The

project has as its ultima.te goals the restoration of
credibility to language instruction, increased public

respect, a growing awareness of the value and usefulness of
language competence, and a more accurate perception, by
students arki by the.public at large, of the time and effort

needed to achieve functional proficiency.

No one doubts that definitions of skills,
competencies, and standard6-can be achieved. What remains
uncertain is the depth of consensus that will support them

and the level of professional and public acceptance they

can win. The language teaching profession is notoriously
fragmented, not only by language and level, but also by
ideology and quality of preparation. The natural diversity
of languale teachers is further compounded by the wide
variation-among the types of institukioils where they are
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employed, with a corresponding variation of educational
mission and organization. In short, a profession that
desperately needs standardization is operating under
conditions that prevent it from taking hold.

To achieve consensus, the language teaching profession
will need to expend considerable energy in an
unprecendented act of fusion. At the same time, it will
need to rally its fOrces (and alliances) in a massive
campaign to raise the consciousness of the public. These

are separate tasks, but it is essential that they be
synchronized, coordinated, and led by a single agent of

change: the profession itself, however it may be defined.
While support may be forthcoming from various allies and
benign agencies, the lesson of U.S. history and
contemporary society is, surely, that leadership does not
come from "outsiders"--and certainly not from the federal
government or any other central authority--but from the

vested interests.

In the case of the language-teaching profession, its
naturally fragmented state has long discouraged unity and
inhibited leadership. In\recent years the field wao able
to achieve a higher level)of unity and energy only when
public attention was focused on it, as in 1958, when the

National Defense Education Act was passed, and to a lesser

degree in 1978-79, with the ?resident's Commission.
Otherwise, the field has tended to behave passively. The

fragmentEition of the language profession io something that
will not be overcome easily. Indeed, experience leads one
to question whether' any leadership group--sucp as an
association--can succeed in unifying such dibparate
interests as those of French literary criticism, Southeast
Asian studies, Englioh ao a second language, bilingual
education, and the claosics. Even a loose coalition like,
the Joint National Committee for Languageo (JNCL) con only
unify these varied groups with respect to a single
objective: lobbyihg for federal funds and legiolation. In

the present climate of the field, however, a coalition.like
the JNCL cannot undertake to link Ito constituento together
in matters relating to their teaching, teaching, research,

or educational policieo without infringin9 on the
territorial sovereignty of the individual orgaNizstions.
-The day may come, of couree, when the membero oP the JNCL,

or oome oimilar coalition, reach the Conclusion that their
common interest, need, and mandate ors titeong enough to
tranocend their opecial interesto. Indeed, their oituation
may eventually come to reoemble that of the thirteen
original colonies, which, overcoming the differences that
had oeparated them in the past, created a unity for t.N4

future. Nu'incentive io over,so strong so the existence of
a common enemy and 3 common emergency.
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For the language-teaching profession, the "common
'enemy" -- monolingualism and educational inequity -- can
again help create the conditions necessary for reaching
consensus on basic educational philosophy and mipsion. The

starting point for a statement of mission, I believe, could
be a simple affirmation that all those in the United States
should have the op_aortunity to acquire functional
competence in two languages, English and another. Going
beyond this simple premise, I would propose the text of the
Resolutions on Language in American Education issued by the
Joint National Committee on LanguiPIunqctober 7, 1978
become the Focus of discussions aiming at consensus on a
statement of mission. I offer the following amended text,
revised to accommodate current thinking about
proficiency-based instruction, language awareness,
relationships between bilingual education end foreign
Language education, and the changing federal role in
education:

Believing that all those in the United States should
have the opportunity, either in school or college or
as adult learners, to acquire functional competence in
English and in at leaSt one other language, we urge
support for the following resolutions:

The secondary schools of the United 9t0tes
should offer every student the opportunity to
learn a widely used international language, in
addition to English, by providing a full
sequence for the study of language and
c'ulture. To develop existing language
resources, the schoolb should offer students
from non-English-speaking backgrounds the
opportunity to study their home language.

In their study of English and of other
languages, students should be guided to a
better understanding of the nature, uses, end
value of languages; the relationships between
language and culture; the variety or human
-languages and cultures; and the concept of
cultural parity.

Students wishing to.acquire. full proficiency
in languages and international studies in
secondary school should heveoccess to
district-wide or regional "magnet" schools-
that provide such instruction.

Institutions of higOar education have
responsibility to provide instruction in less
commonly taught languages and in erea studies,
in addition to widely used languages. Because
training in ouch languages often servep
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national public interests, existing federal
support for instructional programs should be
expanded.

Institutions of higher education must en,Qure a
supply of competent language teachers tci meet
needs at all levels of education, and must
assist in creating programs to upgrade the
skills of experienced teachers. Federal funds
should be made available to help support this
effort.

Notes

1. Despite its Inappropriateness, the term "foreign
language" is used here to refer to languages other than
English, in recognition of the term's continued
widespread use in traditional curri,cu la , names of
organizations, and similar contexts.

2. Recent efforts like the College Board's Project
Equality and the U.S. Department of Education's National
Com.mission on Excellence in Educaton aim to achieve
something like a national consensus on priorities in
general education.
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IV. An Insomniac's Solution to the Problem of National
Language Policy

Jack Levy
George Mason University V

"I must follow the people. Am I not their l'eader?"
8enjamin Disraeli

Introduction

This paper rests upon e hypothesis whfch, to this
.author, is as compelling as it is impossible. I believe
that the most powerful tactic that could promote a
multilingual-oriented national language policy is not
another task force of specialists or a presidential
commission; it is not the passage of a federal law, or even
fifty separate state laws; it is not the pronouncements of
various pro.fessional organizations in language and
international/intercultural relations; and it is not a
MOGGiVO research effort involving countless sprveys,
statistical treatments, and interpretations. These have
all be,en tried, in one form or another, and hove failed.

Rathero, the most powerful tactic to promote the development
of a national language policy can only be the forced

disci ilarance or removal of all specialists, spokespersons,

an deciaionmakers in the areas of bilingualism,
foreign/second language study, and language policy. Toward

that end, I would like to make the following suggestion:
All people who ore in any way bilingual, or wile, receive

ment for oerviceo based on bilingual skills should go to

olp for one yoar.

WhsVII am suggeoiing, therefore, io to take ouraelves
out of the language picture for a while and see what
happens. Let's gamble. Let's take the risk that if wd
opend the next year in peaceful olumber we'll awoke to find

a country clamoring for our services.° And if this doesn't

happen? Well, then...the problem of national language
policy would be oolved.

I would now like to advance a more serious hypotheois.
It appears that the iaauea that ourround the adoption of a
multilingual-oriented national language policy are
reducible to questions of leaderohip. Theae concornsrmuot
be seen from the dual peropective of past troditionland
preoent reslitieo, not alwayo on esoy balanoe to strike.
Further, many of the issueo, deopite much agitation, are
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not controversial at ;U. Theif simply need to be brought
earth in the correct anner, one which provides for the
strongest possible political base. And, in recognition of
current societal trends, this implies ieturningnot
taking--the matter back to the people. It is my sincere
belief that, with regard to the individUal topic of
national lanluage policy, "bottom-up" leadership is
essential.

Background

Since the problem of se4-id language learning and
national security became visible in the Sputnik era, a
succession of task forces, comMissions, studiee, and laws
have bombarded the U.S. papplA with the merits of

bilingualism. The issue has b'een 'ground upon so often by
so many "high-level" groups as to become toothless and
bland. One wonders why a president's commission, an
AED/Hazen Foundation conference, or a Modern Language
Association task force (among many others) were created, if

only to reiterate the obvious: for a host of reasons,
multilingualism is preferable to monolingualism. It is
doubtful whether many people in the United Stateb, from the

farmer in Iowa to the New York business executive, would

disagree. Similarly, no one truly denies the propooition
that every citizen should be functionally competent in

English. These overblown "positiono" are unqueotionably
moot.

What is definitely not moot, however, iG the
observation that these beliefs have been internalized
within the national consciouoness. Somehow, the message

has not gotten through. While it iG not overly productive
to search for someone to blame, some fault muut lie with
second language teachers'auch as myaelf. To quote one of

those despised national task forceo:

Despite profound social changes and deopite the
changing chaiacter of many of our educational
inotitutions, 'the language teachiqg enterpTise has
maintained moot of its, basic otructures-and approaches
during a time when enrollments, at the.coIlege level,

have fallen .by more than twenty
percent... .TraditionaIly , language faculty have
assumed that ehe educational value of language qtydy
is self-evident, and that no effort is needed-to.
justify its ploce'in the curriculum either to their
studento or to a wider public. (MLA Task Force, 1978,

Since we all recognize the baoic problem ao
attitudinal, let uo turn our attention to those whooe
attitudeo must be changed, in order to convince them that,

in PGi/G wordo, "If you scoff at language study...how, Gave
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in terms of language, will you scoff?"

Recommendations

1. Don't talk to members of Congress or anyone else "in

power"--they probably aren't.

While p conventional view of leadership holds that
those at the top are both creative and bold with new ideas, .

the current natronal feeling borders on the opposite. The

U.S. people basically believe..that folks in Washington
'(like us, unfortunately) havq lost touch 'th populist

notions. The last two presidents have been elected largely
as a result of anti-federal government platforms. Anyone

who's kept his or her ear to the ground must realize, then,
that it's time to return this issuer if not many others, to

Main Street.
The question will ultimately turn on support from "the

field," as policymakers like to phrase it. Local entities
such as PTAs, student or.ganizations, community agencies,

and business groups should be targeted. Unexpected
assistance in the form of guidance might come from the
activist literature produced by unions, social welfare
agencies, and possibly even revolutionary causes (keep it

peaceful, though!). Messages,must be simple and highly
practical (more on this below). Above all, we must
constantly seek to instill a desire for bilingualism in the

people who pay the taxes. It will th6; be easier to'
subsequently extract a favorable national language policy

from those who divide up the loot.
4

2. Whatever requirements still exist fror foreign language

study in public schools.should be abolished immediately.
assuming they were promulgated by curriculum councils,
administrative teams, or other "pretenders"). .

We must sell ourselves, for coercion cannot succeed.\
I can remember teaching the required introductory Spanish
courses to,high school Freshmen and sophomores. Every

semester I would labor to overcome thedisadvantsges of

having those captive audiences. ("Captivate the
captivated," my supervisor always said.) Unfortunately, I

rarely succeeded, which is one reason why my students know
nothing of the langauage today (other' reasons are too

painful to remember!). I would much have preferred to drop
the requirement, and if my classes were not sufficiently
enrolled, seek another line of work. Once again,
requirements are valid if called for by the
clientele--which, incidentally, includes other groups
bemides students. Requirements that "trickle down" from .on

high should always be questioned. Unfortunately, a great

many of us need to mikes ourselves needed.
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3. The "Wbat's in It for Me?" Paradigm.

This is the principol question. which should constantly
be asked of spokespeople for national language policies,
second language study, and bilingualism.. Irwe ore earnest
in our drive for multiple language development, then there
must be evidence on a grond scale that demonstrates
tangible advantages. As stated by one expeit:

The mainstream population needs.to become acquainted
with the economic rewo,do to be derived from
bilingualism. Such inf-ofmation can be presented in
terms of job opportunities offered,to bilingual people
by multinational corporations, foreign countries, and
Ameriéan governmental agencies . The
enterprise-oriented mainstream. American needs
ilformation which inOsputably ddlivers the message
that bilinguolity cap be a profitable complement.4.o
the entrepreneurial 'personality -- one which con
provide benefits for everjone involved. (Levy, 1979,
p.375)

Conclusion

One further question must be presented: If a
`multilingual-oriented notional language policy were
congL,s-loionally mandated tomorrow, whot changes would come
about? Not mony, in my opinion, English would still

A remain the unofficial "official" notional longuoge.
Students would still be free to learn other languages,
though' there might be o few more sweeteners for
encouragement. Minor changes might be seen in the
development of notional stondordic, increased research
efforts, expanded curricular offerings, ond o rise in pupil
enrolliment/ Some of the millions of dollars in
appropriations would undoubtedly be frittered away by
bureaucrats ond aCademics seeking to re-i9vent the wheeler
Once this huge monetary tour dp force ended, however (as it
surely would, given the cyclical nature of governmental
priorities), the question of looting impact would still
remain.

It is for better to return to the source; far better
to allow the policy to evolve; far better to plont the
need, nurture it, andsthen get out of the way. The U.S.
people will never pervasively accept o multilingual
national language policy until they accept multilingualism.
And they might never accept tha-r until we leave them
alone.

Anyone for o nap?
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V. Consolidating Mutual Strengths

Virginia da Mote
Rhode Island Department of Education

Bilingual education and foreign ianguage studies are
two disciplines that are pedagogically very much
interrelated, and yet they have never capitalized on the
potential inherent in cooperative approaches to mutual
program development. One of-7the reasons for this
unfortunate occurrence is the fect that bilingual education
in the United States has been perceived in a minority
context while foreign language studies have been perceived

as being for the elite. These perceptions, along withthe
overwhelming negative public sentiment against bilingual
education, have mitigated against joint efforts. Furthere

there is an ambivalence on the part of many people' toward

learning another languagefaCtor that has contributed'to

keeping these two disciplines apart. The fact of the
matter llemains that both,disciplines have one very basic

goal in'common; the development of full competency in a

language.

I think the time has come for professionals to

reexamine their respective roles and perhaps take on a new
role that will revitalize the art of language instruction

in schools. Foreign language teachers need not be
threatened by bilingual teachera but rather should seek to

encourage alliances with them.- Foreign language
instruction can benefit from the methodological advances
and communication refinements in bilingual education.
Similarly, bilingual educators can learn much regarding
applied linguistid theory and ehe teaching of literature
within a cultural context from contact with foreign
language experts. 'These strengths can be consolidated to

the benefit of all concerned.

Arhat is needed is a unieed effort to seek the support
not only of other academicians, but also of the businesa,
labor, and media communities. cple support of these other
.groups is vital for any -change in education today.
Businesies can. benefit from a resurgence .Of foreign
language study and .cultural awareness because .of their
in&reased international and multinational investments.
Tapping the potential market abroad necessitates a
sensitivity toward.thp reelities of the global business

community.
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jhe labor movement has long recognized the need to
prepare for the demands of growing business interests. An
increased number of positAons for workers who are bilingual
or speak a second langusge has made it attractive for labor
to Consider the melvits af employees with foreign language
skille.

The media also have much to gain ,from bilingual
education and foreign language instruction. The
embarrassing situation that former President Carter was
confronted with when he visited Poland, the inability to
assess accukately the conflicts within Iran, and the
overwhelming misinterpretation of South American political
activities should serve to remind us of how ignorant the
media are -- not only of the languages but also of the
cultures involved. Many lanIguage groups are improperly
depicted by the media -- a matter of serious concern -- and
with the increased use of cable television it is extremely
important to remedy this situation. The media are guilty
of sins of omission and commission, both of which help to
misshape public policy. This lack of sensitivity or
awareness is symptomatic of a much large r. issue vis a vis
the role of public attitude toward non-English languages in
the United States.

Since my experience lies specifically with bilingual
education, the focus of my presentation will be on that
program. Before either bilingual education.or foreign
language instruction can gaiD momentum and.public support,
we need to develop a national policy that destigmatizes,
clarifies, and ultimately promotes the use of languages
other than English in the public 'schools.

First, we must determine who the major critics of
bilingual education are and what, exactly, they are saying
about it. Same of the critics contend that bilingual
education is a program that benefits only the Hispanics and
that it will eventually lead to separatism. There are
others who argue that bilingual education is very costly
and that it retards instruction in English. Others are
simply concerned about their own Job security and are
fearful that they will be replaced by bilingual staff. And
then there is the viewpoint that everyone in this universe
should speak English, and so who really cares about,
learning another language?

Who are these critics? They are from all walks of
44r life and some ,of them are even our colleagues in

education.

Second, once we have determined who the critics are
and what they are saying about the program, we should
prepare to meet with them and engage them in an honest
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discussion. We can try to understand why they have
formulated a negative opinion and then proceed from there.
Bilingual educators, like many others, are predisposed to
involve themselves in forums and conferences where their
views are already shared by the majority in attendance. We

need to reach out to other groups and organizations to talk

about the merits of bilingual education.

One of the drawbacks- in t -84-44-0-14-SNS-1=9- S that- there

are far too many definitions for bilingual education, which
in turn tends to confuie further those who are noC familiar

with educational terminology. We need to agree on a
definition for bilingual.education that encompasses our
national reality and that is both concise and
comprehensible to the general public; maybe a definition
that stresses bilingualism in terms of full competency in

English and another language. The specifics of program
designs and descriptions of different instructiOnal models

can be left to educators, parents, and local policymakers.

If, in fact, such a definition were incorporated and

given visibility at the national level, a major media
campaign could then be waged focusing on this definition.

I think we could then expect to see public opinion begin to_

respon&. ,

Another effbrt should be to conduct a major outreach
campaign to seek support of local, regional, and national

labor and business groups. The campaign should inquire
about their needs and determine exactly what bilingual
education can offer them. Before approaching these
organizations, it is imperative to famildarize ourselves

with the company's international goals and markets and the

language skills that they,seek in their employees. In this

way we can build a *firm and solid association with the
business sector. With decreased educational funding it is
necessary to cultivate relationships with the business
sector. All foreign language and bilingual teachers.should
be advocates and consequently lobby for recognition of the

merits of their programs.

All of educatibn is vital to our economy and our
international position, but bilingUal education and modern
language instruction in particular can, jointly, provide a

lasting impact on the future direction of the United
States.

Although research :has supported the validity and
effectiveness of bilingual education, further research, as
Rotberg (1982) states, should include: the language_skills
and training of teachers; the distribution of resources to
target populations; the expected consequences of

alternative federal policies, such as giving school
districts more flexibility in instructional approaches; the
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effects on student achievement of well-implemented programs
and the characteristics of programs that are effective for
particular students and communities; the description of
effective programs for minbrity language children in
integrated settings; and the identification of exemplary
foreign language instructional techniques in the United
States and other countries, both in elementa.ry and
secondary schools and in selected foreign language
institutes and universities.

In summary, I would like to point out six
recommendations made in the Hazen Foundation's report on
bilingual education, which I feel suggest an appropriate
course of action that we need to consider.

1. An overall shift in emphasis to a language-competent
society.

2. A no-holds-barred insistence on full mastery of English
as an essential aspect of "language competence" in United
States society.

3. Correction of the remediation-inferiority twage of
bilingual instruction. Real competence in English and
another language is fully achievable and must become the
accepted goal of bilingual education for the program to be
seen as a positive contribution to a language-competent
United States.

4.'Increased emphasis on parent-school system partnership.
Parents shouiti not have to relay on private schools as their
only means of offering their children instruction for
language competence. Attaining language proficiency
demands hard work.and commitment, but it'is also fun and
rewarding. Parental encouragement is important; and
parents should be able to have confidence in the ,

instructional method chosen.

5. More bilingual programs should be expanded to include
English-dominant stubents. As bilingual instruction comes
to be seen as an desirable choice far English-speaking
families, the enrollment of English-speaking Children will
provide a resource to hel0 those with limited English
proficiency, just as the non-EngLish speakers can be a ,

resource for helping English speakers learn other
languages..

6. Increased attention should be given to the economic
advantages of multilanguage competence in view of our
shrinking world and competition from nations that have
developed greater language competence.

In this regard, I also think that the National
Clearinghouse for,mBilingual Education can play a very
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important role not ony by keeping professionals current on
research and other important kinds of information, b t also
in bridging the-gap between business, bilingual; and odern

language education. The Clearinghouse has access to vast
warehouse ofv,information gathered by agencies throughout
the world and this'can be a tremendous resource for the

business community. The linkage between the business
community, bilingual education, and modern language
instruction will, be the key to the formulation of a
national policy on languages.

On the local level, we can see this linkage operating
at Brown University in Providence, Rhode Island, where the
Foreign benguages'and bilingual education programs emanate
from the same center of teaching, research, and training.
An array of resources--both human and inancial--is
assembled to provide diveree language se "ces in a
multipurpose context. This model clearly reflects what
should be a trend, re.ceiving national attention and
replication. -

It is through these kinds of local efforts, which can
be cited in other parts of the country as well, that the
real future of modern language instruction in the United
States is envisioned.' Any viable national policy must draw
its life force from these examples.
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'VI. The Role of Language Study in BilingUal,Education

James E. Alatis
Georgetown University.

My pape'r focuses on the Tunction of language studies
within the framework of bilingual education.. It aims at
dispelling some of the misunderstandings that surround
bilingual education programs. I have chosen this topic
because I*know that, despite our tireless efforts td
educate the public about the facts of bilingualism,
concerns over such\issues as "separatism" or "linguistic
imperialism" or "cultural aggrespiveness" persist. If we

want to explore "strategies for develop.ing &cohesive
national direction toward language education in the. United
-States," the first step is to try to change-public
attitudes. We need to convince the U.S. people that the
concerns just ref'erred to are not well founded.

First, I must make clear my position as a committed
language educator. I subscribe to a philosophy of language
teaching that emphasizes the humanistic basis of the

language profession. It defines the ultimate function of
language study ap an attempt "to achieve an understanding,
as complete as possible, between people of different
linguistic backgrounds" (Fries, 1955, p.10). I strongly
support the notion that learning a second language is a
"liberalizing" experience because it serves to free one
from the shackles, the restraints, and the barriers imposed
by such limitations as confinement to a single language.

Indeed, I have alwaya insisted that even the study of

language as language is a humanistic study; that'is, all

the uoes and manifestations of language and linguistic
communication -- in all their philosophic, social,
geographic, and ethnic splendor -- are the basis of a

humanistic discipline.

Seen in this light, language study *assumes a function
that extends beyond academic objectives to social---and

international considerations. It can be charged with the
task of contributing to the improvement of the human
conditionindeed, even to the survival of humankind. This

is no paltry slogan or vapid boast! The need for the
humanistic function of language study can be understood
only if we remind ourselves of the alarming nature of the
cross-cultural problems which continue to abound both

inside and outside the United States.
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Let us first consider this point within the framework

of our,own society. Everyone is Very well aware of the
statistics and data concerniWthe entry of immigrants,.
refugees, and "undocumented aliens" to our shores.
According to recent findings, a flood of immigrants is
bringing well over one million newcomers a year into the

United States--the highest level since the mass migration
of Europeans at the turn of the centuyy. By some

, estimates, El Salvador alone has generated/as many as
500,000 U.S.=bound refugees since 1980. The United States
today is.accepting twice as many immigrpnto Cio all other

hatians combined. "If immigration is continued at a high
level," warns Senator Alan Simpson, chairman of the Senate
Subcommittee on Immigration, "and a substantial portion do

not assimilate, they may create some of the tame social and
economic problems that exist in the countrieó from ;Mich
they come" (U.S. News, 1982).

Nor is the international aspect of the situation any-
less alarming. If it is true that one out of eight
manufacturing jobs in the United States is dependent on
exports, and that one of every three acreo of land To\
planted for agricultural export, then it is evident that

our tie with other countries is not just an adjunct but an
essential condition of our survival as an affluent sociisty.

Indeed, if we wont to maintain our position of leaderohip
in the world, we must make ourselves capable of responding
effectively to the need for ci spirit of kinshipof a
common humanitywith other peoples. The only key to the
achievement of this goal lies in strengthening our ability

to-communicate with other nationo. If we fail to do this,
we'must be prepared to face the kind of consequence against
which former U.N. Secretary General Kurt WaldheiM warned

us: "Many civilizations in history have collapsed at the
very height of their achievement because they were unable
to analyze their.basic problems, to change direc4on and to .

adjust to the new oituation which faced them" (Lurie,
1981).

Thus, nothing leoo than our ourvival ao a great nation
domande that we, cm committed educatoro, ohould uoe our
moot powerful weaponl0nguage-0o effeetively ao we can to
help create a aenoe of unity among people, which i3 on
indiapenoable condition of peace and general prosperity.
The national and international aspects or this "historical"
appeal link language programs to bilingual education on the

one hand, and to international otudies on the other. All

these discipliqeo are inoeparable parts of one whole, and
muat be viewed ao ouch if we are to accomplioh a task of
such crucial importance to humanity and to oociety. I

intend to otress in thio paper the interdependence of the

fields of language aril(' bilingual education.
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First, I will explain this inteNtpendence with regard
to teaching English to 'speakers of otheT languages '(TESOL).
Indeed, thearguments of those who maintain that bilingual
education serves only to develop the non-English okillo of
minority children are not well founded. Neither are the
anxieties of those who believe th4 retention of minority
languages may impose a threat to the natiOnal unity. I

heortily and unequivocally support the notion expresoed by
Sponky that "any bilingual educotion program in the United
Stateo muot2include an-effective ESOL component, and any
ESOL program that ignores the children'o first longuage is
likely to be ineffec.tive" (Spolsky, 1970, p.327). I,

adv-ocate a TESOL program that ensureo full maotery of
tnglioh as an eooential aspect of U.S. citizenship.

For those whO moy accuse me of linguistic 'or culturol
"imperialism," let me uoe the following analogy. An octor
who appdars on the otage, say, ao Hamlet, does not Feel
that a foreign identity hao bqen imposed upon him. Rather,
he hao every:Jpaoan to be proud of having the theopian
talent that enables him to switch roles. The actor's
attempt to aosume a dramatic role is the expression of o
highly "conscious" and "meaningful" departure from hio own
personality. It is obvious that in order for him to
oucceed in his undertaking he must be able to maintoin not
only a clear insight into the nature of the dramatic
peroona, but also an acute awareness of hio own identity.
Ao soon as he fftgeto who he iG, or the minute he overlooks
the psychological features of the role he io playing, hio
dramatic performance will be impaired.

I ouggest that our minority longuoge groups in the
United State@ face a oimilor oituation. In order for
non-Englioh-opeaking U.S. citizens or residento to enter
the mainstream of U.S. life, they must be enabled to play
on "American role." That io, they muot learn te lend.
themoelveo to r c6ltural situation that requireo o new
extenoion of their identity. The key to their oucceoo in
playing pooitive roles in the oocial and economic oettings
of U.S. oociety lieo, obove all, in developing full
competence in the English longuage. It io 'our duty ao
teochero of Englioh to opeokero of other longuogeo to
provide them with thio key. Indeed, it io our moral
obligotion to teoch people Englioh--otherwioe we are
engoging in on inoidiouo kind of veiled diocriminotion that
diocourogeo the young notional origin minority otudento
from inveoting in educotion. By emphooizing the
"humoniotic" or, to uoe o fresh term, "integrative,"
function of language teoching, we con fulfill the otudento'
need for acquiring mootery of Englioh, ao well op enhance
their oworeneoa of, ond ultimately increooe their empathy
with, the role they muot aaoume in order to oppear on the
public otage of U.S. life. And we con do thia without
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causing them to lose their own identities. For this
purpose, we must place them in the hands of well-educated,

i.e., humanistic-orierited teachers.

Such is the objective that makes TESOL an
irreplaceable part of bilirtigualismN 'Indeed TESOL and
bilingual education are op closely intertwined that some
people consider the two fields'tabe synonymous. For
example, finocb-hiare begins-eae of-her artiPle3 in-tha-
TESOL Quarterly identifying what she considers to'be the
two desired terminal objectives of most TESOL courses'--
bilingualism and biculturalism. Thus, to Finocchiaro and
other leadere in the field of ESOL, bilingualism is the
"terminal behavior" that ESOL teacher@ strive to produce in

their otudento (Finocchiaro, 1971).

To repeat: The social mission of TESOL is to prepare
non-English speakers in the United States for the public
roles they have to play. But how can they appear in a new
cultural shape if the base from which they muot depart
remains shaky and if they fail to recognize the value of

their own parent cultures? It is here that te other
inseparable arm of bilingual education, that io, native
language instruction, can and must be effectively uaed to

help.

It oeemo appropriate at this point to make t/ quick

reference to Rodriguez, a writer of Mexican American origin
whose recent bcok,.Hunger of Memorx, has been cited as
evidence against the effectiveness of bilingual education

programs. The ultimate conclusion Rodriguez reaches iG, in
fact, no different from the principle that motivates our

emphasis on TESOL as an eseential component of bilingual

education. He, top, recognizes that learning English will
permit non-Engliah-speoking U.S. citizens or resident° to'

acquire a public persona, which in turn will enable them to
find acceoo to the benefits of U.S. society. He objects to
bilingualism, however., on the ground that helping minority
students retain their native language deloya assimilation.
Whet:her retention of minority longuoges deloys or opeedo

the acquisition of "the public language" io o technicol
question which Rodriquez should have left to the
opeciolista to onswer. And let those who tend to formulate
o general principle on the booio of this author's isolated

cool be reminded of tbe-Tirgnificant fact that 0 majority of
EWE teachera hove been, and still are, bilingual and

biculturol individuolo themselvea.

The problem goeo much deeper than thia technical
isaue. It hoe been pointed out that all Rodriguez's
writing to dote is, curiously enough, "about who he woo,
what he had become, and how he had gotten there. In other

wardo, about being a Mexic.an" (Madrid, 1982, p.7). This

obaeosion, it oeemo to me, indicoteo that despite hip
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apparent integration into U.S. society, the question of
self-identity for Rodriguez has continued to remain a deep
concern. I can think of no other reason for this sense of
uncertainty except that the cultural soil in which
Rodriguez's identity is rooted has, for lack of enrichment,
lost its necessary firmness, thus makingthim subject to a
shaky condition of ethnic reality.

.1t is precisely this sense of cultural insecurity
against which we try to protect our minority children; and
bilingOal education, we believe, iS an effective attempt to
achieve this goal. Indeed, by enabling the national origin
minority children to retain their native language and
cultural heritage, we can help them develop the feeling-qf
security and self-esteem that is so badly needed for
survival and for success in our highly competitive society.
Wo can teach them to feel proud of the riches of their
native culture, and enable them to switch cultural roles,
as appropriate, to particular community needs..

I wish to stress the maintenance of the mother tongue
in order to assure critics of linguistic diversity that
teachers of English to speakers of other languages
recognize the dual language and dual cultural basis of
bilingualism. They have alwaya held, as Robinett has told
us, an "additive" rather than a "replacive" philosophy when
they have taught standard English as a second language or
second dialect (Robinett, 1972, p.204). That is, they have
attempted to add a new register of language to a student'a
repertoire rather than eradicate or replace the register
th he or she already posseases. And they have hoped to
imp rt to their students the ability to switch codes
ins nctively, GO OG to use that language or that dialect
wnic iG most appropriate and which evokes the greatest
amoOnt of cooperation and least amount of resistance in a
given situation.

To sum up: The ESL portion ia an eaaential component
of any good bilingual program. The mother tongue and
culture are equally eeaential. Thus the kind of
bilingualiam we advocate leavea, I hope, no cauae for
coneern over "aeparatism." Nor doea it offer grounde for
being accused of "linguistic imperialiam" and "cultural
aggressivenesa." On the contrary, it.entails an attitude
toward language that is human, humane, and humanistic. Our
objective ia no leas than helping milliona of children
throughout the United Statea to reach'their Full potential
ao citizena of our increaaingly cOmplex and troubled
aociety.

To fulfill a mission of such importance la not, I

admit, an eaay task. It requ'ires forceful- -.and
creative--national leadership. For thiepurpose, we need
cooperation and unity among profeasional organizations. Lf
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the language profession is to acquire and maintain the
intellectual strength and political power necessary in

these times, a new concept of the professional, and a new

concept of a unified professional entity, must be created.
We must recognize that it is not enough to present programs
designed to promote language studies. In order to be able
to implement such programs, we must try to educate the
general public about our profession and to sensctize
oelityaakers to our needs- This__r-annot_h_appen_with_out
cooperation and unity among profeqsional organizations.
Only those organizations that use their energies to produce

a unified professional entity will ultimately receive the
backing of the majority of teachers, of the U.S. people,

and of the government that represents them. Thus the
realization of our common goalaidepends upon our
professional unity. If we fail to achieve it, we will fail
to contribute to the solution of our most pressing national

problems. My,final recommendation, therefore, is that we
should abandon our petty provincialisms--disciplinary
tribalism--and strive for a unified professional entity.

This is the only road to success in developing a national

direction toward language education.
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